
 

 

 
06 December 2007 
 
 
 
Mr Scott Gregson 
General Manager, Adjudication Branch 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
GPO Box 3131 
Canberra ACT 2601 
 
 
 
By email 
 
 
Dear Mr Gregson, 
 
 
I write in response to your letter of 30 November 2007 requesting specific information on SCT Logistics and 
its rail capabilities.  Each of the headings below replicate the wording of your request. 
 
 
1. Background information about SCT Logistics� rail business in Australia 
 

By way of detailing background information about SCT Logistics� rail business in Australia, I have 
attached a copy of the presentation given to the ACCC when making an application for the so-called Toll 
starter kit of East-West rail assets in February 2007.  I have also forwarded a copy of the latest DVD 
prepared for presentation to SCT�s customers.  Both of these give a good and precise summary and 
overview of SCT Logistics� rail business. 
  
In addition, I have arranged for delivery to the ACCC of several newspaper, journal and magazine 
articles covering SCT�s entry into the general freight rail business on the East/West rail corridor. 
 
 

2. Please outline the steps necessary for a potential new rail entrant to enter the Hunter Valley coal 
chain, including investment costs and lead times. 

  
We have attempted to address this query by referring to SCT�s known experience, capabilities and 
involvement in the marketplace generally. 
 
The principal requirements, as we see them, for hauling coal in the Hunter Valley are as follows. 
 
- Appropriate rail accreditation in NSW.  SCT is accredited in NSW and would need only a relatively-

minor amendment to its accreditation 
 
- Appropriate track access arrangements with the ARTC.  SCT has track access arrangements with 

the ARTC in other geographical areas.  Our understanding is that access is available in the Hunter 
Valley on similar terms for any accredited rail operator. 

 
- Locomotives.  In this regard, the fifteen SCT-class AC locomotives that SCT has on order, for 

delivery in 2008, are the locomotives best-suited for this type of work.  The AC design gives superior 
track gripping capabilities and the power (at approximately 4500HP) exceeds most, if not all, of the 
locomotives presently working in the Hunter Valley.  Such locomotives cost some $A7 million 
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although the exact amount is dependant on quantity ordered and currency exchange rates.  Cheaper, 
less suitable locomotives (say 3000HP DC locomotives) would be valued at around $3 million each in 
a mainly-refurbished state.  SCT has nine similar locomotives acquired as a result of the Toll starter 
kit arrangements noted above.  SCT uses these on its East/West rail operations.  It should be noted 
that such locomotives would not be as cost-effective in the Hunter Valley as would the SCT class but 
could, nevertheless, be utilised.  In either instance, three locomotives coupled together would be the 
general operating basis of a train and a spare locomotive would be required to cover down-time 
maintenance etc for each two trains.  

 
Negotiations for the design and supply of the SCT class locomotives commenced in early 2005 with 
the first due in early 2008 and the rest to be delivered over the remainder of the year..  This would 
indicate that the lead time for the design, procurement and manufacture of such locomotives would 
be of the order of 3 to 3.5 years from a standing start. 

    
- Wagons. Coal wagons tend to be of a specialised design but can be sourced from several suppliers 

within Australia and/or imported from overseas.   Alternatively, converted grain wagons could be used 
but would be unlikely to be as productive and cost-effective.  Our understanding is that wagons can 
be comfortably sourced within 12 months and that initial orders may be available within 6 months. 

 
The cost of such equipment is likely to run to a range of $150,000 per platform (or less if modified 
grain wagons) to in excess of $200,000 for more sophisticated new units.  As with locomotives, the 
better the wagon (i.e. the more expensive) the more cost effective it is likely to be.  A full consist (i.e. 
a unit train) would include up to 90 wagons depending somewhat on which mines were to be served.  
A float of some 10% would be required for maintenance.  The alternative to the 10% would be 
significant loss of throughput from excessive downtime/nonavailability. 

 
- Manpower.  Obviously, running trains requires suitable manpower including but not limited to crews.   

The challenge of finding crews and offering long-term, stable employment should not be 
underestimated.  However, within a given total Hunter Valley tonnage, labour would tend to balance 
amongst all operators with the introduction of more efficient operations allowing increased tonnage 
movements without a commensurate increase in crewing numbers.  

  
- Other infrastructure. Fuelling, parking not-in-use equipment and maintenance are the other 

principal issues that a prospective Hunter Valley entrant needs to address.  However, the cost of 
such facilities is not particularly significant in the scale of operating several Hunter Valley trains.  
Track costs would be $1 million to $2 million per km, depending on the surface and signalling 
requirements and fuelling only requires a low-cost bund.  Maintenance facilities are generally 
available.     

  
 
3. Please explain any steps that SCT Logistics has made in relation to entering the Hunter Valley 

coal chain, including an estimated date that it could be operational. 
 

SCT is not prepared to details the specific steps that it has taken to enter the Hunter Valley Coal Chain 
as we believe such negotiations should remain confidential.  However, representatives of SCT are 
frequently in touch with coal industry representatives.  SCT does hold itself out as being capable of 
entering the Hunter Valley within some six to twelve months (the difference being due to when one 
considers the clock starts ticking).  In addition, SCT has been preparing itself for some time for this 
prospect by acquiring assets and establishing strategic alliances which will enable it to deliver 
improvements when compared to the present Hunter Valley rail operations. 

  
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
4. What impact a new rail entrant could have on coal haulage in the Hunter Valley 
  

We would anticipate that members of the ACCC would have a much better understanding that SCT on 
the benefits that competition brings to any market.  However, as background, some information may be 
of use to the Commission. 
 
- Consequent upon SCT entering the East/West rail general freight market, freight rates dropped 

substantially.  SCT�s detailed analysis of freight rates on this corridor from 1991 to 2005 showed an 
overall 18% nominal decline.  This was a real decrease of 41% over the 14 years or 4%pa 
compounding.  We would make no representation that such statistics would/could be replicated in the 
Hunter Valley. 

 
- Our observation is that there is considerable potential for improvements in the Hunter valley coal 

chain in cycle times, the efficiency-of-use of hardware and in the type of equipment used. 
 

- The present track access model is based on a rate per tonne of coal.  Such a model does not drive 
strongly towards making rail activities more efficient.  SCT�s success on the east/west corridor was 
driven particularly by the flagfall and gtk model (which we understand is favoured by the ARTC and 
not apposed by the NSW Mineral Council) which rewarded more efficient operations. 

 
 
5. What impact will the proposed VQMS have on potential new rail entry, both in 2008 and in the 

medium term 
 

It should be noted that the haulage of coal in the Hunter Valley has proved to be a difficult market for rail 
operators to enter.  This has been for a number of reasons, but the primary one would appear to have 
been the need for some form of �sponsorship� from a mining company and that sponsorship has not 
been forthcoming.  SCT accepts and understands that reliable railing/shipping is a paramount 
consideration for mining companies.  Mining companies are unlikely to risk reliable cartage for the sake 
of a few dollars of cost.  Further, services must be tailored to the individual needs of miners.  Thus any 
negotiation requires a long period of time to go from an initial contact to an arrangement where all the 
pieces of the jigsaw have been put into place � and there are a lot of pieces, the lack of any one of 
which could put the miner�s volume at risk. 

 
However, we would note that paradoxically it is now, when new rail capacity needs to be introduced that 
there exists the greatest potential for new entrants.  New entrants can ride more readily off added 
demand.  Alternatively, when demand is not growing, then a potential new entrant needs to fight for a 
share of the existing market � this is more difficult.  Thus, now is when the incumbent rail operators can 
achieve the maximum benefit from protecting their market from new entrants. 
 

We accept that your request letter and this reply will be placed on the ACCC public register. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Peter Mason 
Director 
 
 
Attached:-  SCT Presentation of 8th February 2007 to the ACCC 



Presentation 
to 

Australian Competition and Consumer 
Commission (ACCC)

8th February 2007
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COMPANY HISTORYCOMPANY HISTORY
 Established in 1974.
 The first private rail operator in Australia.
 Has developed the most modern and efficient rail 

terminals in Australia.
 Has pioneered the re-introduction of rail integrated 

distribution centres in Australia.
 Instrumental in reducing Linehaul rates to Perth by 

over 30% within 2 years of operating.
 The only effective rail competition to Pacific National.
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SCT LOGISTICS TODAYSCT LOGISTICS TODAY
 Strategically positioned to challenge Pacific 

National�s 3rd party rail freight dominance
 $300 Million turnover per annum
 800 employees nationally
 2,500 TEU Equivalents 
 Up to 6 rail services per week to Perth from 

Melbourne and Parkes
 Controls over 30% of rail volume to Perth
 Runs the largest general freight trains in 

Australia
 Rail Terminals that will facilitate growth and 

expansion opportunities
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CURRENT / RECENT INVESTMENTCURRENT / RECENT INVESTMENT

 15 X 4,500 h Power Locomotive Fleet 100 Mil
 64 High Cube Vans 15 Mil
 106 Multi Freighter Vans 20 Mil
 40 Dropwell Wagons (Possibly to increase) 7.5 Mil
 Crew Cars (5) 3.5 Mil
 Fuel Tankers 3 Mil

Total 150 Mil
Toll Starter Kit Approx 22 Mil
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New EquipmentNew Equipment
New  MPV  Multi Purpose VanNew  MPV  Multi Purpose Van

Refrigeration WagonsRefrigeration Wagons

New High 
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SCT TERMINALSSCT TERMINALS



SCT RAIL FREIGHT 
CENTRES
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FORRESTFIELD, WA

 36 hectares
 80,000 m2 warehousing
 10km rail track
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ALTONA, VIC

 100 hectares
 60,000 m2 warehousing
 12km rail track
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SCT RAIL FREIGHT 
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PARKES, NSW

 300 hectares
 10,000 m2 warehousing
 6km rail track
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SCT RAIL FREIGHT 
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BROMELTON, QLD

 135 hectares
 Rail freight centre (to be 

constructed)
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SCT FUTURE OVERVIEWSCT FUTURE OVERVIEW
 Challenging Pacific National�s monopoly on 3rd party rail 

freight
 To operate up to 10 services per week to WA, based on 

securing the Toll �Starter Kit �
 The most modern railway fleet and terminals in Australia
 Further Advancements planned for the development of 

specialized rolling stock
 Development of Parkes (NSW) rail facility
 Development of Bromelton (QLD) rail facility
 Development of new facility in Adelaide
 Commencement of north-south rail services
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